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P.J. Barrett is a painfully average 12-year-old kid. Every day is the same: homework, chores, bed. Until one day he finds himself transported into the world of Shimmer. When he wakes up, he’s lost his memory. Don’t worry, he doesn’t remember that he’s an alien, but he does remember that he must rescue the queen of Shimmer –
and he quickly discovers that there are more problems at the heart of the Shimmer than he originally thought. It’s up to him to save his life, capture the five monsters in Shimmer, get back to Earth, and become a hero. Key features: - An epic story driven by exploration and story-based puzzles. - Over 25 tracks composed by Kevin
MacLeod. - Beautiful HD art and screen animations. - A lush, immersive atmosphere. - An intuitive text parser. - The "sim" line of games is designed to be played on small screens. - P.J. Barrett has a whole new vocabulary to learn when talking to non-humans in Shimmer. This game is free. If you enjoy this game, please consider
buying it from In-app Purchases. • This is a standalone game and does not require a purchased Shimmer video game. • Ability to pause game, minimise to system tray and resume from where you left off. • Save your progress - your progress will be saved once you close the game and can be resumed later from this point. • If you
ever need help with the game please contact us via • Share your story with other users, or simply share the link to the game for a friend to enjoy. Privacy & Terms of Use: published:31 May 2015 views:408278 P.J. Barrett is a painfully average 12-year-old kid. Every day is the same: homework, chores, bed. Until one day he finds
himself transported into the world of Shimmer. When he wakes up, he’s lost his memory. Don’t worry, he doesn’t remember that he’s an alien, but he does remember that

Features Key:
Greatest military operations simulator to date - Challenge your strategy against 10 different enemy nations
Numerous gameplay options to choose from - From the destruction of buildings, to strategies on new bases and military upgrades
Pick a nation from 101 unique campaigns - A proven recipe for victory since 1993
Battles ranged from Paris, Rheims to San Francisco - 12 large-scale battles spanning different time periods
Explore - control over 26 large cities across the world
Be a spy and control spies - from the leader of the underground to the informants
Create and destroy - virtually every fleet, vehicle and weapon type from the past 20 years
Cruise along the rivers with Allegiance - the first game to introduce ships to the RTS genre
Betray your allies and befriend your enemies - Unlocks artificial intelligence and lets your units behave in strange ways
Equip your armies with hundreds of new weapons and vehicles - Protecting your supply and spreading your booty is fun like never before
Modify new bases and world maps with the new Overpass system - A free, online tool for creating units, buildings and special effects

Features List:
Allegiance and Crusaders features: - New technology that lets you control actions of units after a tech tree is researched
Versus features: - Two battle modes – Game and Campaign
Online features: - three game modes – Play Single, Group or Open Lobby
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